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Law firms and compliance
departments have found
themselves increasingly
preoccupied by the impact of
sanctions in recent years.
Less well reported is the hike
in sanctions-related
instruct ions for the UK bar,
the men and women who are
often at the sharp end of
dispute resolution, both in
the UK and EU courts and at
tribunals. 

Unlike their solicitor
counterparts, barristers do
not typically give advice on
day-to-day compliance, but
they are increasingly having
to get to grips with the
thornier legal issues arises
out of the proliferation of
trade regulations – and no
area is currently so thorny as
challenging sanctions desig -
nations. 

New challenges
Representing parties chall -
eng ing their designations
under EU and Member State
law, either in the General
Court in Luxembourg, in the
High Court of England and
Wales, or both – claimants
are frequently bringing
challenges in both simul -
taneously – is a growing
area of work for the bar.
Such is the volume of
designations and sub -
sequent challenges (a
spokesman of the EU
General Court estimates that
there are more than 100
pending cases), that
practitioners of the art have
had previously unrivalled
opportunity to hone their
fighting skills. 

Blackstone Chambers’
Brian Kennelly describes the
typical two-pronged attack
as follows: first, alleging that
the sanctioning body – in
this case, the Council of EU
Foreign Ministers – has very
little or no evidence at all to
support the sanctions; and
second, arguing that the
information upon which the

Council is relying – typically
provided by a new regime in
countries in the throes of
political transition, such as
Ukraine or Egypt, and not
infrequently by those with
an axe to grind – is wrong.

Kennelly, who is
currently advising both
individuals and companies
subject to restrictions under
restrictive measures relating
to Syria, Egypt, Tunisia,
Ukraine and Russia, says:
‘Individuals have usually
had their lives and
businesses turned upside
down and are desperate to
have the sanctions removed.
It’s a long road…the
preliminary stages are often

more important than the
actual hearing.’

Those stages include
often hurried evidence-
gathering that frequently
takes advocates beyond the
cloistered walls of the
Temple and Lincoln’s Inn to
take statements from their
clients, all of which must be

undertaken swiftly because
individuals appealing EU
designations have less than
three months in which to
make their challenges. 

But, even if the challenge
is successful (resulting in the
court annulling the
designation), the European
Council often re-lists the
designated party. The result,
says Fergus Randolph QC of
Brick Court Chambers, is
that ‘You get an endless
circle whereby we take
action against the Council
for a particular company, we
win in front of the General
Court, the Council then
appeals to the main Court
and then they retake pretty
much the same decision –
slightly altered. And then we
have to seek to annul it.’

One reason for the
circularity lies in the
problem that, as Randolph
points out, the conflict
between national security
and fair procedure ‘is very
difficult to resolve’; as a
result, those designated are
not always allowed to see the
‘evidence’ against them.

Special, not natural
The UK ‘solution’ to this
problem lies in the use of 
the Special Immigrations
Appeals Commission
(‘SIAC’), first established in
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1997. Under SIAC rules,
appellants are represented
by ‘special advocates’, vetted
by the Security Services and
permitted to see the material
that their clients cannot. It is
a ‘solution’ that sticks in the
throat of many in the legal
profession: in the face of UK
government pressure to
preside over a ‘secret’ trial in
the case of Mellat in 2013,
the presiding judge said: 

‘…fundamental to any
justice system in a modern,
democratic society is the
principle of natural justice,
whose most important
aspect is that every party has
a right to know the full case
against him, and the right to
test and challenge that case
fully. A closed hearing is
there fore even more
offensive to fundamental
principle than a private
hearing.’ 

The counter-argument –
and it is one that’s ever more
prevalent in a variety of
contexts – is that current
national security needs
outweigh the fundamentals
of justice. 

Randolph regards the
fact that the EU courts are
prepared to annul decisions
in the absence of compelling
evidence as ‘very brave…
[these are] very courageous
decisions and have been
described by Human Rights
Professor Gearty from LSE
as “heroic endeavours” – so
there’s much to be proud
about in terms of the EU
Court.’

Pressure zone
And yet the fact that the EU
courts reverse so many
decisions of the Council is
something that frustrates
not only EU governments,
but also the U.S. govern -
ment, which provides so
much of the information
crucial to designations being
made. 

In a recent speech, U.S.
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Ambassador to the EU
Anthony Gardner said that
since the famous Kadi case,
‘Further lawsuits have
uncovered a variety of
structural and procedural
weaknesses in the way the
EU develops and admin -
isters sanctions measures.’ 

The price of failing to
invest, he said, in developing

‘factual records that will
withstand rigorous judicial
scrutiny’ was clearly to be
seen in ‘the extraordinary
decision’ of the Court to
annul the EU’s inclusion of
Hamas in a list of terrorist
groups (a decision that the
Council is appealing).

Contentious move
On 12 February, new rules of
procedure for the General
Court were approved: article
105 provides that where ‘a
main party intends to base
his claims on certain
information or material but
submits that its
communication would harm
the security of the Union or
that of one or more of its
Member States or the
conduct of their inter -
national relations, he shall
produce that information or
material by a separate
document,’ and that the
court may, at its discretion,
‘base its judgment on such
information or material’.

A remaining difficulty,
however, is that much of this
material is provided by the

U.S. intelligence agencies,
and – negotiations between
the U.S. and EU have
revealed – those agencies
are not always willing to
make it freely available to
EU judges. Nor indeed, are
the UK intelligence agencies. 

One barrister, who
preferred not to be named,
told WorldECR: ‘It is hardly
realistic to imagine that all
the intelligence agencies are
going to be fine with the idea
of sending their classified
material to Luxembourg.
Sitting in the EU courts are
judges from 28 different
Member States. Would the
UK government be happy
sharing with them its top-
secret documents? It’s a big
ask.’ 

Maya Lester of Brick
Court Chambers, who has
worked on a large number of
de-listing cases (starting
with Kadi), says: ‘It is hard
to know what impact this
rule change will have until
we know whether
government will share
sensitive information and
how the Court will apply it.
There may be serious
concerns about whether the
rule is compatible with the
fair hearing guarantees of
the European Convention on
Human Rights – the
Strasbourg court has said
that everyone is entitled to
know the gist of the case
against them even when
there are genuine claims
that some supporting
evidence is security
sensitive. It is crucial that
the Court should properly
scrutinise claims that
evidence really is security
sensitive.’ 

Some at the UK bar
believe the changes, quietly
slipped into the new rules of
procedure, to be the result of
U.S. pressure. Philip Moser

QC of Monckton Chambers
(who recently successfully
represented Mr Abdulrahim
in his bid to have his name
cleared of associations with
Al-Qaida) says that on the
one hand Gardner is
pushing the agenda, but that
on the other, his point isn’t
at odds with those
upholding the principles of
fundamental human rights:
‘Lawyers of the sanctioned
individuals are saying “If
you haven’t got any
evidence, they have to come
off the list – you have to get
proper evidence!”, and the
U.S. Ambassador is saying,
“Yes, we have to get proper
evidence, otherwise people
are going to keep dropping
off the list!” As far as lawyers
like myself are concerned,
that’s great, because we keep
winning. However, viewing
it from the position of the
government and that of the
sanctions system itself, the
situation is somewhat of a
vicious circle, and there
needs to be a resolution.’

See you in court
Vicious, perhaps, but also
remunerative for the band of
barristers undertaking the
work. Doubtless, continued
pressure to impose
sanctions, and continued
pressure on the courts from
those seeking the annulment
of their designations, will
force the creation of
mechanisms capable of
greater finality than do those
already in play. 

Meanwhile, until that
happens, and as sanctions
continue to edge into every -
day trade, the barristers will
be busy challenging desig -
nations and, as is to be
expected, advising where
contracts have been
frustrated, or trade other -
wise confounded by their

application: ‘I think in the
second half of this year we’ll
be looking at far more work
generated by sanctions-
related contract breaches.
There is little doubt that will
be the next thing,’ said one
barrister (by phone from
Luxembourg.) 
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Barristers active in
sanctions-related
work

Brian Kennelly, 
Blackstone Chambers
David Anderson QC, Brick
Court Chambers
David Vaughan CBE QC,
Brick Court Chambers
Derrick Wyatt QC, 
Brick Court Chambers
Fergus Randolph QC,
Brick Court Chambers
Fred Hobson, 
Brick Court Chambers
Jonathan Fisher QC, 
Devereux Chambers
Margaret Gray, Brick Court
Chambers
Martin Chamberlain QC,
Brick Court Chambers
Maya Lester, 
Brick Court Chambers
Michael Brindle QC, Foun-
tain Court
Philip Moser QC, 
Monckton Chambers
Rachel Barnes, 
3 Raymond Buildings
Richard Blakeley, 
Brick Court Chambers
Sarah Lee, 
Brick Court Chambers
Stephen Cogley QC, Quad-
rant Chambers 
Timothy Otty QC, 
Blackstone Chambers 
Zahra Al-Rikabi, 
Brick Court Chambers 

This list does not purport to be
exhaustive.
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